
Shadow 791 

Chapter 791: An odd friendship (i) 

The room is still silent as these two people look at each other, their gazes seems to hide many things 

But they could not remain silent forever. After all, the world is about to tear itself apart right now while 

they keep doing this game 

They look at each other and Hirate could only sigh as Loki shows a gentle smile and a carefree 

expression. 

On the surface, the soldiers and the heroes and heroines of Island of Peace is still fighting fiercely up 

there in the sky and down there in the ground. 

No one could have expected that Mind Master and the Trickster is talking with each other leisurely in a 

secret room in an underground facility of the World Government. 

Right now, in the eyes of many people in the battlefield is that Hirate fighting the otherworld forces 

using his ability to control minds and there is Loki inside the space rip. 

But Loki is using his avatar to spoke with Hirate. 

Then who is that person fighting the invading force using psychic powers? That is another apparition of 

Hirate, only this apparition is more solid and more real. 

The abilities that Hirate possess sometimes overlaps a bit with Hikigaya in that they both deceive the 

senses. 

There are similarities but there is also differences. Loki then ask 

‘Where is he right now?’ Hirate close his eyes and his original body seems to be squirming a bit sitting on 

that floating metallic throne. 

Loki notices it and ask 

‘Isn’t it painful?’ the apparition simply said 

‘Not so bad as you think’ 

Loki look at the Cerebral Enhancement Device that Hirate had created attached to Hirate original body 

and the helmet connected with wires 

There are mechanical wires inserted in the slots of the helmet that Hirate is wearing and it is glowing 

and dimming per second. 

This mysterious device is the collaboration between Order of Thinkers and the Research Department of 

the World Government 

It is also one of the trump cards of the World Government and one of the many secret devices among 

the many other secret devices that the World Government possess 
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This device could amplify the psionic power that Hirate possess and it also enables him to search and 

detect traces of anyone he wanted worldwide. 

That is not to mention its capability to even see people and in some cases, hear their thought process. 

It is a Big Brother wet dream. 

If this is before the Fall and there is such device and power, Loki would bet any world leaders that have 

even slightest desire to become dictator would want such device. 

That is of course is not the only thing this device could do. 

If not, it should not be that much a secret. 

After all, the Eye of Heaven belonging to the Order of Thinker also have the ability to see thing from far 

away like some magical glass that could see the happening of what happen a world away and even seek 

people. 

Such surveillance device is popular. 

Because normal modern stuff like the camera or thing that have the surveilling function before the Fall 

could never catch a person moving so fast like Will the Speedster in action or Disk Formation 

powerhouse that could move like lightning and disappear in a few seconds. 

The fact that the Seven Great Powers acted like the judges of the world requires evidence when they 

wanted to pass judgment onto a Disk Formation levelers. 

If not, the Disk Formation levelers all around the world would revolt from such judgement and as they 

are considered a walking nuclear bomb, no one wanted to earn the ire of all Disk Formation levelers in 

the world 

And even their own factions Disk Formation levelers would never want such thing to pass. If everything 

is decided by the Seven great powers without any evidence, they would not be satisfied. 

They must be convinced. 

For the great powers this is a dilemma because normal modern equipment could never catch a Disk 

Formation leveler that is intent in hiding their crimes. 

Unless they possess magical means like Death Monarch that could see through Heaven and Earth secret 

as he wills it, the other great powers had to create a way to see the actions of their people and the 

actions of the world. 

Humanity is not the only thing that is evolving in this brand new world. 

Even the technology of the world is evolving. 

Some of them are pure magical technology, possessing energy stone as a power source using talisman, 

formation arrays and runic symbols. 



Others are technological advances like power suit that is created from the forging of new minerals and 

metals that was found or reactors that gathers the energy of the world to give electricity and power 

many things in the world. 

And there is also the hybrid technology that combines magical power and technological advance that 

did not use magic as its foundation. 

The Cerebral Enhancement Device is a bit of both. 

Other than searching and detecting people, one of its other function is that it could also sense 

fluctuation of energy 

This has helped World Government immensely. 

Because of this function the World Government could easily search for new spots that erupted with 

thick worldly energy making them first in discovering energy lode mine or some treasure that was 

unearthed by some disaster and many other resources of the world by using this device. 

Of course Loki believe that Hirate would upgrade this device to become more powerful. 

Loki of course recognize the Cerebral Enhancement Device. 

It is not the first time he sees the device, after all. 

The relationship between him and Hirate in this timeline seems like that of a rival and at times even 

seems like they were enemies to each other. 

In the other timeline however, in the later years of both of their lives, they considered themselves as old 

friends. 

Of course, Loki at that time was already a Sovereign and Hirate is still stuck at half Sovereign. Sovereign 

rarely have friends. 

Look at Jean who mourn Paulette every day in that purple coffin. Or Hirate and Hikigaya whose friend is 

only each other. 

Most Sovereign is friends with each other, someone of their equal. 

Rarely they befriended with someone that is below their power level. Hence, one could say the deep 

friendship between Loki and Hirate in that timeline to be very strange. 

Because Hirate could do nothing to help a Sovereign and there is nothing that Loki in the future wanted 

from a mere mortal. 

The Sovereign did not have many friends because simply they are of a different lifeform. 

What they see and what they understand about the Omniverse is far from the understanding of the 

people below them this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 
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Unless they themselves become Sovereign, it is hard to understand the thoughts and action of a 

Sovereigns. 



Hirate right now is still a bit selfish, still not polished enough and not mature enough. 

The Hirate of the future on the other hand is a lot more mature and fought for humanity, sacrificing his 

all for the sake of humanity. 

Hirate did not yet reach at that level but he is gradually going that path. 

Though Loki had a mixed feeling about that. Sacrificing himself for the sake of humanity. That sound 

grand and all, but as a friend, Loki could not help but feel a little sad. 

Chapter 792: An odd friendship (ii) 

The current Hirate might not like Loki, but at least Loki like the current Hirate. The current Hirate is a bit 

selfish but Loki like this kind of Hirate more than the self-sacrificing idiot he would become in the future. 

As a friend, he would like his friend to live and not suffer from the pain of backlash all the time. There is 

a Price for everything. 

This word could not be more true than in the case of Hirate. 

There is a reason why Hirate become so self-sacrificing. The reason is simply because the Hirate of the 

future understand. 

He understands the pain of other people and as such, he become kind. It is very peculiar that it is mostly 

those who understand pain is usually the kindest. 

Of course, there are always those who uses their pain as an excuse to inflict more pain upon others. 

But most of the time, when you understand the pain especially in the way Hirate understood the pain of 

the people he uses his ability on, there is a sense of empathy that blooms. 

Getting into people minds, reading their thoughts, seeing their deepest memories, their dreams and 

fears, how could Hirate were not affected? 

That is the price he had paid for getting into people minds. The price was to understand those people 

even those of his enemies. 

A selfless person. 

Everyone like a selfless person. 

Selfish people like selfless person. Loki reminisce a bit of a future that is no longer there 

Hirate had uses all of his power to send Loki mind back to the past in collaboration with Jean. 

Jean altered the Laws of time and Space of the omniverse in that one brief second that is allowed to 

them and Hirate manage to protect Loki consciousness until it arrived at the past. 

Those two sacrifice everything they had for the Universe. Loki looking at Hirate glaring eyes could not 

help but thought of only one thing 

He did not want to see more ghost of the past. He wanted to answer the expectation of those old 

friends. 
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The expectation of Jean, Sofia, Hirate, Giselle and many others. 

Loki look at the Cerebral Enhancement Device with complicated emotions. That device is very powerful 

but it is also the device that will change his friend. 

He could only sigh internally 

Hirate never become a Sovereign in the end but that is because the Path to Divinity was teared apart by 

the other Sovereign. 

One could say that he was unlucky to live in such a world where the Path of Divinity was teared apart. 

Right now the device is simply not up to par to the standard that Loki had seen, but Hirate would surely 

improve this device even more. 

At least in his timeline Hirate really did that and making this device simply more than just what it is right 

now 

With the amplification power, Mind Master could be considered one of the top tier figure among the 

Half Sovereign circle in the future. 

Loki shakes his head a bit shaking off his thoughts of the past and then look back at Hirate. 

Loki is not impatient. He waited for Hirate to answer his question. 

He had just asked where he is right now. the who obviously refers to Death Monarch. 

It is clear from what Hirate is doing right now that he is searching for his Death Monarch. 

Loki of course saw the Law Body and felt the fluctuation of energy that covers the whole world and the 

act of Seresian soldiers being bound by some invisible force for a few moments when he uses some of 

his familiar to see the world. 

His familiar, the raven and the serpent is at many places right now. 

Some of them were disintegrated along the battlefield but there is still some that survive and become 

his eyes and his ears. 

The things that he saw all indicates that Azief had returns from his journey to the future. Loki knows 

this. 

But even though he knew that Azief had return, he did not know where he is right now. His exact 

position is hard to determine 

if this was before, Loki could still rely on his Divine Sense. 

But now the energy of the world is too dense and normal Divine Sense, at least his Divine Sense is not 

powerful enough to cut through the obstruction of the energy of the world and see everything. 

If everyone could see everything in the world using Divine Sense, why would there are still so many 

Crime Alliance members in the world? 



Like most people, Loki did not have such a cheat ability like Death Monarch who could use his Heaven 

Will to see everything in Heaven and Earth. 

The other reason is simply because the world is too large now. 

The fluctuation of worldly energy coupled with that of all kinds of multiversal energies that seeps in 

through the broken cracks of reality and the space rips, the energy of the world is now too chaotic. 

Like a surging tornadoes, these unseen force fill Heaven and Earth. 

Unless one is primarily specialized in detection ability it is hard to direct Divine Sense to cover even a 

small mountain right now. 

That is also one of the reason why Disk Formation levelers is also struggling. 

They could still use their Divine Sense but the range is not as large as before. 

If it’s before they could still see what is happening in the other continent if they focused on their Divine 

Sense 

But right now, they could barely maintain their Divine Sense to sweep through a city. 

If the energy is calm, a large city sweep with Divine Sense is not impossible but as of right now, it is hard. 

The lands are separated by millions of miles. 

Some continent expanded larger than expected. 

Some seems to sprout out new mountain swirling with powerful fluctuation of energies, others birthed 

new islands and all kinds of auspicious lands. 

Other created chaotic area of law merging with each other and failing causing all kinds of weird 

phenomenon 

These all contributed to the difficulty of using Divine Sense. 

Because of that it is even hard for Loki to sense his brother and whether he is coming here or not. 

The only one that had the ability to find Azief right now is probably only Hirate. Because his Psionic 

ability while similar to that of a Divine Sense it is also different 

It is based on the fluctuations of energy, mind activity and those related to that. 

If its Hirate he could easily find Azief because the fluctuation of his power would probably look like a 

shining sun in Hirate Mindscape 

The reason for why he wanted to know the location of his brother is simply because he need to prepare 

for what he is about to do. 

He had planned this since the moment he resigns from his position in Pandemonium 

Because for what he is about to do, it is something he knows that Azief would not allow him to do. 



But it is something he needs to do. The Time Crisis is finally here and he is taking the role that Azief is 

supposed to take and he had no regret about it 

Hirate apparition stand there calmly. Sometimes there is shaking around the room but these two people 

clearly didn’t care about the shaking. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content 
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It is clear that the battle above is still going strong. 

Then suddenly Hirate apparition close his eyes, his original body seems to be squirming. A second later 

he opens his eyes and said 

Chapter 793: An odd friendship (iii) 

 ‘He is in Antarctica’ Loki ponder for moment and said 

‘he is helping Grand Researcher?’ 

Hirate nodded but then he added 

‘Your sworn brother probably would know that the Order of Thinker hides many things from him’ this 
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Loki chuckles. 

The fact that Azief went there means that the moment he set his foot there, all the secrets of the Order 

of Thinker also probably were lay bare in front of his brother gaze. 

There is nothing under Heaven that Azief could not see if he wills it. That is the terrifying power of 

Heaven Will. 

If not for the fact that Loki come from the future and knows many ways of concealment like using the 

Helmet of Invisibility belonging to Hades and other methods, he probably would be uncovered by Azief a 

long time ago. 

‘Is he coming here?’ 

Hirate apparition shakes his head 

‘He is probably going to materialize another Law Body there’ Loki frowned a bit. 

‘It means I still have time’ 

Hirate nodded but then he asks 

‘You sure you want to do this? The consequences of this action would reverberate all over the world’ 

Loki just nodded. Sighing Hirate said 

‘I…. didn’t know you love him this much’ 

Loki laughed and said 

‘We are brothers. What more reason should I have?’ Hirate apparition smiles bitterly 
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‘You two make me envious.’ Hirate said as there is pondering expression on his face. Loki said 

‘Are you empathizing with me right now?’ Loki ask 

‘I just wonder how it feels like to have such bond and to have such feelings’ 

Loki did not smile instead he said 

‘It is not good to understand people feelings too much’ Hirate heard it but he did not put much thought 

into Loki words. Loki also did not say anything more. 

Hirate then said 

‘I will also prepare. But remember the deal. You have to do it at the right moment. If you are doing it too 

early, then my Island might not be able to bear it. I will also prepare to create a containment field or 

maybe a space displacement field so that the normal people would not get affected’ 

Loki nodded and said 

‘Don’t worry about that’ 

Loki was about to dissipate his avatar before Hirate suddenly said 

‘Hikigaya is in Divine Comprehension now’ Loki still for a moment. Then he nodded. 

‘That is good news.’ He said this but one could clearly see the corner of his mouth faltered. There is no 

longer that smirking smile. 

Hirate then said 

‘He probably would know the truth’ Loki nodded and then he said 

‘Then after all of this calmed down, I just have to persuade him’ 

‘There is still Jean. He is the most dangerous one’ Hirate said. Silent for a second, Loki nodded and said 

‘Then there is two people that I have to persuade. Things keep getting more interesting’ Loki said and 

Hirate only snorted at Loki words. 

‘You do that. I could not keep the secret alone’ 

Loki nodded and then taking a step backward his avatar dissipates into small particles of energy. 

The content of the conversation all flowed back into the Loki original body inside the space rip and he 

frowned as the information was relayed into his mind 

Inside the space rip, he is still fighting his best 

Right now, he had transformed all of those he killed into his avatars, killing the other tens of thousands 

of Seresian soldier that keep flying out from their Battlestar. 

His original and true body is hidden among the tens of thousands of Loki’s. 

‘Hikigaya break through to Divine Comprehension. How could it be so fast? Things changed again.’ Right 

now Loki wanted to check the outside world for a moment. 



In his timeline, it is Raymond that break through after Azief. But this time lien after all had too many 

things that have changed from the originals. 

Walking without a guide…well, that is also an interesting thing, he thought to himself. 

Loki could not spare too much Avatar outside the space rip. A few of these avatars are already his limit 

and one of them went to talk with Hirate. 

After all, he had created so many avatars inside the space rip. 

The consumption of energy that he had to use to maintain these kind of numbers of avatar is already 

taxing enough even when he is manipulating the energy of the worlds in the space rips. 

He wanted to know what is happening to Hikigaya. 

Loki had heard that Hikigaya was attempting to breakthrough to Divine Comprehension and take refuge 

on top of one of the craters of the moon in the past. 

But in Loki estimation, the forming of Laws would not be this fast. The best deduction that he could 

make was that Azief had helped Hikigaya. 

Nothing is simpler in breaking through to Divine Comprehension than a real Divine Comprehension 

leveler helping on the side. 

And it would not be hard for Azief to help Hikigaya with his control of the Heaven Will 

Loki also felt unsettled looking at the Cerebral Enhancement Device when his avatar is in that room. 

Right now, it simply has the power to locate people. But Loki knows the true function of that device. 

In the heights of Hirate power, that device is more than just a tracking device for people or interstellar 

beings that wanted to invade Earth. 

It acts as a soul jar that could catalog the thought pattern self of any and every people ever pinpointed 

through it. 

As long as he had their anima, their hard copied mind, he would simply put these thoughts into a home 

grown clone bodies which would effectively allow him to resurrect and every people who has ever die or 

will by imprinting an empty shell with their respective neuropsychic imprint. 

Of course it was not so easy to cheat Death when Azief was sitting in the Divine Throne 

The world believes that the World Government has stopped human experimentation. 

And they were not wrong. 

But the human experimentation research that was done by Pandikar has proven to be a valuable 

research data for the Research Department of the World Government. 

Even though, that moment is still far in the future, Loki believes that one day, Hirate would be able to 

create a perfect home grown clone without thoughts and use his Cerebral Enhancement Device to 

revive people by saving their hard copied mind. 



Then he could revive any of his friends unless that friend level is higher than him. 

Of course, that is in the case as long as their soul is not yet claimed by Azief or their mind were not 

destroyed. 

Those who were killed by Sovereign rarely could come back to life. 

When a Sovereign kills a person, they did not just kill their mortal bodies, they even erase that person 

existence. 

It depends on the Sovereign mood. 

Azief sometime offer reincarnation and sometimes he only erased the mortal bodies and their mind but 

did not erase their existence entirely. 

When erasing someone existence entirely it took much effort. 

Because when someone did something like this, it is erasing that person from the timeline and the fabric 

of reality itself making that person to be erased from the memory of every person that have ever 

remember him 

Jean for example also posse this ability to instantly remove Time of a person, and even altering certain 

points of fate and destiny that by the time he is done, there would be no enemy that is fighting in front 

of him because they were already defeated in the past 

‘Everything seems to change’ Loki closes his eyes for a moment and then he sighed. 

‘It would not be long now’ he said to himself and then continue focusing in killing the demonic soldiers 

that flies out from the Battlestar. 

His Sovereign Will is almost exhausted. After all, he is not a Sovereign right now. The body could not 

endure such power. It is not the problem of the will. It is the problem of the body. 

Gritting his teeth, Loki keep fighting alone in that space rip. 

Outside the rip, arrows shower the sky, shooting down demonic creatures. 

Sofia is shining brightly like a golden goddess as her rains of arrows protect many of the Seed Formation 

leveler and Energy Disperse Stage that is fighting up there in the sky. 

The arrows seem like a honing missile that it never once struck upon allies and always targeted only the 

enemy. 

Below the skies, the Earth seems to swallow the many groups of Otherworlds invaders and buried them 

underneath, dying of being buried alive and eaten by the Earth 

Raymond control the land creating shakings and break open the ground and created a deep abyss 

before closing it, killing tens of thousands of otherworldly forces in one go 

On North American regions, the forces of World Government are protecting their major cities. 

As for those that was separated by millions of miles, or a small village that suddenly become so large, 

they could only fend for themselves. 



Some of this village is lucky that they were covered by some protective arrays that the World 

Government had set before. 

But to those who were outside of this range, they had to rely on their own prowess to come out of this 

calamity alive 

The whole world is fighting, dying, winning and losing. But as time pass, it is clear the advantages is 

slowly tilting toward humanity. 

Many of the space rips had been closed 

One could see a white lightning and golden lightning passes by these space rips and when these flashes 

of lightning flashes by, the space rip seems to collapse unto itself. 

There are also two large titanic beings on Earth right now that is sweeping all opposition. 

It seems humanity is winning. But only certain people felt like the closer they are to winning, the more 

uneasy they become. 

As for Azief, there is only one thing he worried about and the source of his unease. Is there a Demon 

King or Demon Queen hiding in the world, waiting for the opportune moment to seal the fate of Earth 

Prime? 

That alone had restrained him from going all out. 

The war of the world continued in all corners of the world. 

Chapter 794: Redeeming oneself 

While Loki is preparing inside the space rip in Island of Peace, Azief had landed on one of the twelve 

pillars that was erected in the Antarctica continent 

One step he takes is like the step of a descending god of death. That step created a death aura that 

seems to shoot forward yet the force sweeps in all direction. 

Dozens of demonic creatures that was suspended in the air around him exploded into mass of gore. 

He smirks and he took another step and like the sound of a hammer slamming down on a glass, a few 

dozens more of demonic creature exploded into mass of gore and rains of blood. 

But their explosion shockwave seems to be contained and even their rain of blood did not fall into the 

ground as they floated there up in the air. 

Azief then took his third and last step and every demonic creature up there around the pillars he is 

standing on exploded. 

No one notices the happening on top of that pillar since everyone is busy fighting an invasion up above 

and down below. 

Azief felt the difference of temperature around him the moment he appeared around that pillar 

He could feel the coldness of space. But it is not only the coldness of space that Azief sense. It is also the 

Universal Laws of the Universe. 
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Azief smirks a bit. 

‘These pillars is like a conduit. Like a lightning rod. But instead of attracting lightning, this pillars attracts 

the power of the Universal energy and also make use of the power of the All Source. A truly ingenious 

design’ he thought to himself 

This pillar that Azief is on is already dim. The holy light surrounding it is on the verge of fading out 

Azief come closer to the person. Azief could see from the torn robe that half of the body of this person is 

machinery. 

That person looks in apprehension, looking at the black clothed man. The reason is simply because he 

recognizes who this person is. 

‘Death Monarch’ 

This is the Heavens of the world, Death Monarch, the ruler of Pandemonium and the strongest person in 

the world 

Unless one lives in a cave since the beginning of the Fall, everyone knows Death Monarch face. Like 

always Azief is handsome and dashing. 

But none of that ever decrease one fear when facing face to face with such a legend. 

It did not help that Azief always appeared like some kind of God of Death, bring death and destruction 

to all the places he steps on 

Azief smiles and he said 

‘Ah, you know me. And who are you?’ Then pausing for a second, he looks around and his smile grew 

wider 

‘It seems the Order of Thinkers is hiding a lot from me’ he simply said and the person felt even more 

uncomfortable. 

Death Monarch might appear smiling, but his words seem like there is a threat behind them 

The person then said. 

‘I am Sergey. And I work under the Grand Researcher’ Azief only nodded. He then flicks his finger. 

Shooting out of his finger is a light orb that flew toward Sergey. 

Sergey was already almost dead so he could not even try to dodge the light orb. 

The light orb shots toward his chest and enter his chest. 

The moment it enters Sergey body, colors rushed back into his pale face and he could feel a powerful life 

energy surging inside his body, bringing him out from his precarious condition. 

The wounds on his body seems to be revitalized by some powerful life force that it healed itself in a 

swift speed that one could see the healing happening in real time 

Sergey could now breathe easily. Before he could say anything Azief interjected and then said 



‘Right now, we are all fighting the same enemy so I will not be too hard on you. But after all of this, tell 

your Grand Researcher to expect a visit from me. I hope she did not cross the line’ 

Sergey only frowned. 

Azief then stomp his foot and stimulated the All Source power in his body and the pillar that is dim right 

now suddenly bursted with powerful energy, holy light seems to shine all over the pillar. 

The energy that Azief had injected is slowly revitalizing back the power of the formation by making use 

of this pillar. 

Azief then look at Sergey and said 

‘What are you doing looking at me? Go and guard the formation’ Sergey was startled and then nodded. 

Of course the other people in the other pillars had also noticed that one of the pillars was about to 

crumble but each pillar is being attacked and they could not easily go help the other pillars when they 

themselves are being overwhelmed. 

But to their shock, suddenly the pillar that is about to crumble suddenly is brimming with life again. 

All kind of power seems to exploded out of that almost crumbling pillar. 

Inside a dimly lit room the Grand Researcher in her throne move the directional joystick on her throne 

handle to try to see what is happening on one of the pillars even as she is positioning the guided 

weapons all over the Antarctica continent to fight off the invasion. 

She moves her vision but then when her gaze is about to reach that pillar, the connection between her 

and the pillar was cut and she quickly close her eyes. 

She clenches her fist as she restrains the urge to scream in pain. 

From her closed eyes, blood is dripping. 

‘Who’s that?’ She thought to herself. 

Even though she asks that questions she could guess who that person is. There is only person in the 

world that could make her suffer like this just by trying to see the figure of this person. 

‘Death Monarch is here’ She wipes the blood that is dripping from her eyeballs and her regeneration 

ability kicked in. 

Even though she did not become blind, the feeling of your eyes being boiled is not something that is 

pleasant. 

It is like seeing the sun in front of your eyes. That was what happens to her when she tries to see the 

visage of that person on top of that pillar 

She sighed. 

‘I wish he did not come here’ she muttered to herself 



She had no choice other than to bring out some trump cards to resist the invasion. She knows that 

Death Monarch has always been wary of them. 

Their secretive nature and the fact that they speak is codes and puzzles did not exactly inspire trust. 

Death Monarch especially did not trust them 

She fears that Death Monarch already found something is wrong about the many things in Antarctica. 

She sighed and then she shakes the thought out of her head. 

The fact that Death Monarch is here means he is providing backup. And at least she had to be grateful 

for that 

Even though, she is fighting here in the Antarctica, with the artifact Eye of Heaven she was keep abreast 

of the current situation all over the world. 

Even now, one of the screens in her mind is showing the scenery at the South American continent that is 

being guarded by a titanic form of Death Monarch, holding cosmic power over everything. 

In the Southern American continent, she could see that there is no longer any space rips. 

What this prove was that Death Monarch had the ability to calm down the space rips and bring Earth 

prime out of the Multiversal Convergence. 

Hirate is not the only one that have some knowledge about this event and know that this event is that 

rare Multiversal Convergence that would happen when the barrier of reality weakened to a point that 

barriers of world disintegrated 

After all, the Order of thinker also had the opportunity to meet with the Orvanians. this content of 
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Though they had to deal with the Trickster to negotiate the meeting, it is clear that the Grand 

Researcher and the members of Order of Thinker knew that they are in a Multiversal Convergence 

event. 

Unless everyone on Earth possess power akin of Gods that could easily neutralizes the effect of 

Multiversal Convergence, they do not want their world merging with others, blurring the lines of 

barriers between worlds, to have the memories of multiple worlds in one mind. 

Though it is clear from Death Monarch behavior, it seems that he is scoping the world. he seems to be 

waiting for something. 

Death Monarch behavior right now is actually cautious. 

One might not believe it since everything that Death Monarch is doing appears to be very high profile. 

But she trusted her instinct. 

Death Monarch right now is being very cautious. 



Like the Cerebral Enhancement Device of the World Government, the Grand Researcher throne ability of 

seeing the world through the Eye of Heaven also have its unique feature. 

She sighed and then send a telepathic message to all the other cyborgs in the other eleven pillars. 

‘Death Monarch is here!’ 

The eleven cyborgs all over the other pillars then could understood the happening at that pillar and 

instead of trying to pry they keep defending their pillars 

They know if they could endure a bit longer then Death Monarch will save them. 

Azief would probably laugh right now if he could hear their thoughts 

He is viewed as a savior right now when the truth was that all of this trouble originated from him. 

But their thinking was not wrong. If they could endure for a while, Azief really intended to save them. 

After all, this is his fault and he did not like other wiping his butt for him. 

One could argue that Azief mistake had strengthen the world. 

After this the world would enter another era of self-strengthening with many more Disk Formation 

would be able to be born. 

But…. how could Azief uses that argument. 

One of the thing he hated the most was when people uses the fact that everything turns for the better 

and that somehow justify their mistake. 

The fact is because of his mistake people died. Innocent people that have nothing to do with whatever 

this is, died. 

And how could those families of people that have their loved one died because of this event would ever 

accept such explanations. 

Even if the whole world improves, what that has got to do with a son mourning the death of his father 

and a parent mourning the loss of their child? 

Azief had always cares about the people beside him. 

If he is in the position of these normal people, he would not care even if the whole world transformed 

ten thousand time stronger. 

What is important is that the people he loved had died 

And it precisely because of that feeling, he is bitter. And he is using his efforts to save the world right 

now. 

He had to save as many people and at the same time make sure that humanity is not wiped out by these 

powerful force. 

This is not the story of a hero saving the people. This is the story of a person trying to redeem himself. 



And he is trying to redeem it by resolving these issues. 

Azief look at the sky and look at the ground below and he close his eyes for a moment before opening it 

again. 

Energy gathers around him as he nodded to himself. 

‘It is time to gamble’ 

Chapter 795: Affecting the whole world (i) 

A few dozen demonic creatures come again from the portal and tries to attack the pillar but Azief simply 

waves his hand toward those demonic creatures 

The wave of his hand close the portal and turns those incoming demonic creatures into dust. 

Azief is actually not capable of easily doing that since he drained most of it creating that palm strike. 

But, it is different now that he is on top of one of this pillar. It is said the stronger you become, the 

closer you are to the source of power. 

And that is true of Azief. 

This pillar had no other redeeming qualities in Azief eyes other than the fact that it seems to channeled 

the power of the All Source. 

If not for that Antarctica would long have been decimated. 

And now, that Azief is on top of that pillar, he did not use his power but make use of the power of the All 

Source that he absorbed from the pillar. 

That is why he could easily wave his hand and make all problems go away. He then looks up and he saw 

what he wanted to see 

‘You are coming down too?’ 

He could see that the clouds above the pillar opened up and just by looking up he could see space. 

He smiles a bit as he could see Hikigaya had finished forming his Law Body up there on the outer space. 

Burst of energy fills the galaxy that it affected the planets and stars all over the Milky Way galaxy and 

Hikigaya up there slowly descend on the Earth. 

‘I guess we all like some theatrics’ Azief said. 

The reason he said this is simply because, Hikigaya appears in the Asian continent with a titanic body. 

The waves of the seas calm down, and the wind that was harsh and full of storms were pacified the 

moment Hikigaya appears there. 

The distance emetine the skies and the ground is higher than before that one could only watch in awe. 

And as such the distance between outer space and the ground is even further. 
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Not to mention the chaotic state of spatial turbulence all over space because of the Multiversal 

Convergence, it is hard for anything to break through it and easily come down into Earth unless they 

come from a high advanced civilization of magic or technology 

But Hikigaya easily able to bypass all that and appear on Earth, the moment he set his gaze upon it. 

For Divine Comprehension leveler, there is no place on the Universe that they could not go to. For Azief 

and for Hikigaya, even if Earth was destroyed today by the invasion they would still be able to survive in 

outer space. 

But Azief did not leave. Because this is his fault and he knows the kind of debt he would owe if he 

ignores it. 

The fact that the Heaven Will is one with him is also a bit of restrains. 

And because the people he loved is also here and knowing that they would be sad if anything happens 

to the world, he too fights for the world 

As for Hikigaya, he could easily ignore the world if he wanted to. But, he was helped by Azief. He too 

now owes the world. 

And even if he did not owe the world, he would still fight for the world. It is not simply because he came 

from Earth. 

It is because, there is people he loves, people he like, people that he knew on Earth. How could he be a 

coward and run toward the stars? 

So, even though Hikigaya could feel the terrifying hidden danger on Earth, he descends with great 

momentum and force, pacifying the energy of the world. 

Hikigaya appears floating above a vast sea. 

The titanic body smiles and then Hikigaya Law Body pointed his finger to the seas and all kinds of 

dragons and all kinds of mythical monsters that one would find in mythical stories if the past jump out 

from the sea. 

He pointed toward the sky and the cloud parted and the open up, illuminating the world. 

He waves his hand and these beasts were unleashed upon the world 

There are now two titanic beings that the whole world could see if they were fighting in the air. 

One of them is the Cosmic Law Body of Death Monarch in the South American Continent standing guard 

and the other is Hikigaya titanic illusory body. 

Hikigaya act of pointing his finger to the seas and the sky created miracles. 

The monster that jump out from the seas rush toward the invaders all over the Asian continent. 

They maul and tear down the Otherworlds forces. 

From the open sky, Sky Dragons, flying fire phoenixes, and celestial soldiers armed to the teeth all 

charged out toward the Seresian demonic creatures up in the air. this content of novelfullbook.com, if 
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Azief could see it clearly but the others could not. 

In the world right now, from the moment Hikigaya descended down and pointed his finger, all the living 

things in the world become blind. 

The only one that is not blind right now is Azief and Hikigaya and a few other that have powerful mental 

strength. 

All of the thing that appears were illusion. But this illusion of Hikigaya is very lethal. If you believe, if your 

sense believes in it, it is real. 

Those who see the illusion and could not distinguish it is blind. That is what Azief meant by being blind. 

Not seeing the truth is blind 

As such when people died under this illusion, those who do not believe at first also believe, and by 

believing, the unreal become real. 

The Celestial soldiers slaughters the demons and the beast wreak havoc upon the mortal world. A scene 

of good and evil played out in the sky and in the ground around the Asian continent 

Azief then avert his gaze. 

He had an opportunity here. 

He returns to his task. Now that Hikigaya had reached Divine Comprehension, Azief is more confident to 

fight with his full power. 

He wanted to know if there is really a Demonic King or Queen in hiding. He is about to bring out another 

Law Body out from his Inner Universe. 

He wanted to see if he could lure them out of hiding. 

This hidden force is making him uneasy. The Seresian demonic army would not just send these weak 

creatures to invades this world. 

Of course they might miscalculate and think that this world is a primitive world but Azief is sure his 

sense did not lie. 

He could feel a powerful fluctuation every once in a while 

Azief closes his eyes and then opening his eyes, all kinds of energy gathered around him. 

This sudden great suction of energy created great storm energy turbulence all over Antarctica. 

This energy that is usually unseen and could not be felt suddenly become solid and rushing toward 

Antarctica. 

The density of the world energy right now was so dense that it could even be said almost surpassed the 

distribution of worldly energy during the first few days of the All Source falling into Earth. 



But everyone could feel that dense energy lightened a bit. 

Someone is sucking all of these energies in a fast pace. 

That alone shows how incredible this is. 

This is an energy that covered the world and the entire galaxy. For one person to use even just percent 

of it is shocking. Because that implies his energies is almost endless. 

When this energy is absorbed unless that person dies, that energy stays inside that person body 

Azief if not for his ability to efficiently control these energies of all kinds that is rushing to his body, he 

might accidentally break through to Essence Creation. 

That is how easy it was for him if he wanted to break though Essence Creation. But he never once 

thought to break through Essence Creation, as he had his trump card. 

He did not fear Demon King or Demon Queen. 

In his peak condition, he is confident he could tangle with a demon of that power, enough time for Will 

or anyone else to cut down the connection between the Seresian world and Earth Prime. 

The moment that connection is cut, not only the power of Earth suppression would increase, it would 

also weaken such Demon since Demon King or Queen usually tie their Destiny and Fate with their world. 

Unless they are Demon Emperor who had the power of a Supreme being, Azief would never try to break 

through to Essence Creation. 

It would be a waste of the effort he had put in before. 

But he did not. 

Since the Multiversal Convergence started, the worlds that were attracted by these interdimensional 

reality pulling force generated by the destabilization of Time and Space also contributed in merging their 

world energy to Earth prime. 

And Azief is using that to create his All Source Law Body and at the same time refilling back his drained 

energy after creating that world ending palm strike 

Imagine a person of Azief power level trying to replenish his energy. 

Even though he did not lose most of his energy and not drained off, the fact that a small expenditure of 

his energy could take a few percent of the worldly energy that is dense right now shows how much the 

amount of energy required for a leveler of Divine Comprehension level. 

Chapter 796: Affecting the whole world (ii) 

Right now, all kinds of energy are flying towards him, like a black hole that is sucking everything in. 

This kind of energy shock the Seresian demonic creatures. 

And while the Otherworldly forces did not have the ability to see or felt that kind of invisible energies, as 

the energy become solid, they could see all kinds of lights and aura is gathering around them. 
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‘What is this?’ they yelled in shock. 

To the Otherworldly forces right now, most of them have lost their morale after clashing with the 

inhabitants of this Earth. 

They were nothing like those inhabitants of the other planets that they have conquered. 

Unlike the people of Earth Prime they did not have Divine Sense and they could not pay attention to 

many of the things that is happening all around the world while at the same time fighting the people of 

Earth prime. 

They were like normal humans. 

They fought in a war with their weapons and relying on mechanical devices and their view is narrow. 

All they could see is the enemy in front of them. 

There are of course some who were enhanced mechanically but even they could not see a hundred 

kilometers away from them without any external device helping them. 

There are of course some that come from magical civilization. 

Some of them is able to control the elements. But their Laws of magic clearly is inferior to the energy 

gathering system of Earth prime. 

As such, they could not see that there is two titanic being roaming the Earth right now while they keep 

dying as these titanic beings were like hyper destructive entity that eradicate them without mercy. 

It is a war. 

And it is cruel. 

Humans have the capacity to empathize with a few people. 

But when the number reaches billions, it is just numbers in people mind. 

To depersonalize a story, people use number. 

They do not say that in a war, a pregnant woman was killed and violated, they do not say that devoted 

father lost their son to a bomb attack, seeing his sons exploded in front of his eyes 

They do not say that a loving brother had to watch his sister shot in the head. Because then the story 

become personal, as people could relate 

When millions are killed, in the mind, they could not have understood the kind of resentment that those 

people who died have as the mind could not process the sheer enormity of that amount of people dying. 

But Death Monarch reaps them all the same. 

Because this is a war. 

And they are the invaders. 



It might seem cruel, but if Death Monarch did not do this, then these worlds, these ravenous worlds 

would probably kill and enslaved the people of Earth Prime. 

There is also the Seresian Demons that fly out from the space rips like locust. 

It is good enough that Death Monarch spares those Breachers who did not attack or have any intention 

toward Earth Prime. 

But that could only happen because he has the Heaven Will which helps him in identifying the people 

who have attacked Earth and those who just comes out from the breach and did not attack, and some of 

them didn’t even know why they were suddenly in a different world 

Not all the world that were attracted by the Multiversal Convergence pull have the knowledge of the 

Multiverse. 

There is some world who did not yet pass the industrial revolution and some of the world is also in the 

medieval ages. 

Some of them were pulled because the frequency of their world matched that of Earth Prime. 

Azief when he saw the medieval world, he confirmed that the world that was pulled by the Multiversal 

Convergence is none other than Earth 19. 

It is the Earth where Lily is at. The world where Will had put his sister in. 

That world is in the Renaissance era. 

Of course there are other worlds with that same signature all being pulled and some of them are in the 

Dark Ages, others are in the age of explorations and so on and so forth. 

It is like the merging of two galaxies only it is more magical than that. 

As such, there are also many innocent people. If not for Azief ability to differentiate enemies and neutral 

forces, then all of these people would also die 

Some of them were running in their villages and the suddenly when they pass a certain point they found 

themselves in a world filled with godlike flying people and demonic creatures that comes out from the 

rip in the sky. 

To those people, they might have mistaken that they reached Hell. Death Monarch reaps lives like he is 

breathing. 

Easily and effortlessly 

After all, with Death Monarch, his simple moves reap so many lives 

Death Monarch and Hikigaya had long discarded any emotions of pity the moment they bring out their 

Law Body. 

Lives were reaped in a fast manner, like a farmer that is using his sickle to cut the weed. 

No mortal power could stand in front of such destructive abilities of a being that have the ability to 

manipulate and controls the Laws of the Universe. 



Hikigaya Law Body is floating above the seas of the Asian continent, its right eyes resemble the image of 

a sun, its left eyes resemble the image of the moon. 

The Asian continent is covered by his eyes and by covering it with his eyes, it covers them with his 

illusions. 

Every once in a while, that Law Body of Hikigaya would blink. 

When it blinks, night falls. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to 
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When it opens it back up, it become dawn. 

Of course this sun rising and night falling did not happen in the real world but happen in the Illusion 

World he had created for those invaders in the Asian continent. 

On the South American Continent, the titanic Cosmic Law body of Death Monarch stands there, cleaning 

up any other mess by simply emanating his power and bringing rain to a place that is filed with fire, 

bringing life force to area where people are recuperating and maintain the stability of the spatial and 

time flow of the area. 

People are crying and screaming at the disaster but at least they do not have to fear any attack 

anymore. 

Those people in South America right now just felt exhausted. They did not have the time to grieve when 

they were attacked. 

All of them at that time were fighting for survivals. 

And it was not that long since the Southern American and African continent was pacified so for most 

people, the grief and the anger did not yet set in. 

But it will set in. As for the invaders, they are now shrouded with uncertainty and fear 

By now, these invaders that invade Antarctica could all see it. They could see the colorful aura become 

dense enough for them be viewed by mortal eyes. 

They could see it flowing throughout the expanse of heaven and Earth. 

Probably this is also their last vision before they died. 

Most of them lost their morale and some of them wanted to return to their world. But from the 

moment the energy gathered in Antarctica, it is already too late 

Looking from afar, it was like the Antarctica continent is being shrouded by a mist of rainbows colors 

And then they could see a silhouette of a titanic being is slowly being formed. 

They could see the head is being formed first, shining like the sun, only the color is deep blue, changing 

the sky into blue colors. 

The translucent titanic figure is slowly beginning to become solid. 



The turbulence of energy around Antarctica become harsher but all around the world, the turbulence of 

energies is slowly calming down. 

These fluctuations of energy are caused by all kinds of energies that comes from the world that is 

connected to the Multiversal Convergence. 

There is the Laws of other worlds also entering Earth Prime like of those of the Demonic world. 

In the Island of Peace, someone who keep pointing her bow to the sky faltered for a moment when she 

saw the blue sky. 

She only glance for a second to the direction from where that energy originated before she keeps her 

eyes on the invading forces from the sky. 

On a white expanse land with snow falling, with whiteness covering the heaven and the Earth, the snows 

stops falling, and the white sky were replaced with blue colors. 

It was a beautiful sight if not for the circumstances 

A blue sky and falling from that blue sky is white snow and floating up there on the sky surrounded by 

floating snowflakes around her, is Katarina, blood is dripping down her red sword. 

She too, took a second glance. She closes her eyes and gripped her sword tighter. No one knows what 

she is thinking right now 

And the snow keeps falling. 

Chapter 797: All source law body 

BBOOM! 

The sound of explosion and the resulting shockwave clear up the skies as the sound travels the whole 

world. 

If is this was in the past, the sound would travel the world five times but now, it only covers up half the 

world. 

Azief is taking in all of the energies of the world as he is preparing to do something that is big enough 

and shocking enough to force out the hidden danger to come out 

All of these energies is gathering around Azief body like he is some kind of absorbing force of the 

Universe, absorbing it all as his Law Body become even more clear to one eyes 

All these energies all have different properties. 

Some of them contained the energy of the elements, while some other have the energies that prop up 

the Laws of the Universe. 

This myriad of energies that have so many properties embedded in it could never be easily refined. 

Some people who practices the element will try to separate the energies they want and the energy they 

don’t want 
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Because if they wily nily absorbs any energies they come into contact with, their energy would not be 

pure and become a burden in their body 

This is what separates them from Azief. 

But Azief is absorbing it all to create his other Law Body regardless of their properties. 

If its anyone else their existence would be bloated and it would not be long before an explosion of 

energy that crippled their body would happen. 

Instead a different thing happened with Azief. He felt like he is being bathed by the nourishing forces of 

the Universe. 

It didn’t matter what kind of energies that were absorbed, they all felt very soothing and rejuvenating 

for him 

This is only possible because the Law body is the Law body of All Source. 

It is for this reason he could ignore the kind of energies he absorbed. 

If not for the fact that he follows the path of Perfection, his speed in breaking through would probably 

be even more faster 

All Source is one of the Disk Azief had from when he was in Disk Formation. It is the fruits of victory he 

got after he went to Earth 39. 

The Disk enables him to convert any kind of energy that he absorbs to other types of energy. 

It is a synthesizer of energy. 

Now, that it had become a Law, it could even take the energy of the other Laws of the other world and 

synthesize it to fit the Law Body of All Source. 

Azief just stand there, looking at his Law body slowly becoming solid. 

The Seresian demonic creature from the space rips outside of the Antarctica continent is also coming to 

stop the formation of the Law Body 

They were clearly ordered by someone, no, programmed by someone to stop him, Azief thought to 

himself when his Divine Sense notice them 

Azief who was on top of one of the twelve pillar notice a fluctuation energy of demonic power for that 

one brief moment 

‘I was right. There is something’ he thought to himself. He narrowed his eyes and the Heaven Will moves 

and its will was exercised all over the world. 

Azief eyes flickered as he could see everything in the world in that one moment. 

His gaze swept by Pandemonium and he could see the condition of Pandemonium like he was there in 

person 



There is a space rip in Pandemonium, that is slowly closing. Azief could see sense that is where that 

fluctuation of energy is coming from. 

After it did something to the space rips, it retreated back and the space rips around that place 

dissipated. 

There is a fluctuation power that almost surpassed the power of Divine Comprehension level, someone 

reaching infinitely close to Essence Creation coming out from that space rip 

Azief knows that his previous worry is right. 

That is either a Demonic Prince or a Demonic King. 

There is a Monarch level existence among the demonic creatures. 

‘So, you don’t want to come out, huh?’ Azief thought to himself. this content of novelfullbook.com, if 
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‘Then, I guess I have to force you out’ He thought to himself. Azief then look at his Law Body that is 

almost fully formed. 

‘Stop!’ he said. 

And coming out of the All Source Law Body mouth was the same words. 

This words coming out of his mouth turns into a soundwave that disrupt all the movements of the 

Seresian demonic creatures and the invading forces for the Otherworld below. 

BOOM! 

And then as the sound wave sweeps through them, they felt all of their blood and internal organs seems 

to be roiling up before they suddenly exploded, blood bursting out from their orifices. 

The Law Body seem to become even more solid as time pass. 

Considering the time, he spends building this new Law Body, Azief is truly taking his time in this 

continent right now. 

It has been one minute. 

The Law Body become solid and the space around that Law Body is breaking down. 

It collapses but then then it was created back almost instantly. 

The Space rips around the titanic law body also acted the same way. 

There were few battalion of Otherworldly forces and the Seresian creatures that wanted to come out 

from the space rips. 

But the space rips suddenly collapse, then appear again but this time there is no invaders. 

It was like when the space rips collapses, it collapses the space connection between Earth prime and the 

other people world. 



This is the All Source Law Body. 

There is an infinite cycle of destruction and creation around his Law Body. 

The entire world seems to be rumbling the moment the Law Body was formed. 

Some places that is full of auspicious clouds, filled with energy of the world suddenly shrinks. 

The land seems to rumble and some parts of the Antarctica crumble making way for deep abyss, the 

seabed were disturbed as underwater volcanoes erupted from below, creating small islands that could 

withstand the lapping waves that tries to prevent the island formation. 

One could only imagine the kind of power of the volcanic eruption in the sea below. 

After all, even the volcanoes below have expanded and become bigger. 

For those that could see the explosion it was like someone detonated a hundred nuclear bomb in the 

seabed when the volcano exploded. 

On the surface, the twelve pillars glows brightly boosted by the great storms of energy that is covering 

the entire Continent 

Tens of thousands of demonic creature exploded at the same time the moment Azief finished forming 

his All Source Law Body. 

The world was covered by the blue sky and aurora like scene could be seen all over the world. 

Azief smiles and said to himself. 

‘I still have eleven Law Body’ he mutters to himself. 

‘It is enough to fight those that hides in the dark’ he thought to himself 

When these invaders and enemies exploded, they still had to help Azief even in their death. 

Their essence of energy, of life and all kinds of energy contained in their body all flew to the All Source 

Law Body. 

The more people and demonic creatures that died, the faster the rate of the construction of the Law 

Body. 

Two minutes. 

That is how long it takes Azief to create his All Source Law Body. In that two minutes Heaven and Earth 

seems to be turned upside down. 

It is clear that with Azief and Hikigaya both using their Divine Comprehension level power, the invasion 

that should have created a global catastrophe that probably would surpassed the tragic day the Fall 

happened was averted with the appearance of Death Monarch and Illusionist Archmage 

It seems these two people could hold up the Heaven and protect all creation. 

The moment he finishes projecting his All Source Law Body outside his Inner Universe, there is the sense 

of emptiness all around the twelve pillars 



The wind blows all around the Antarctica bringing warmth and pleasant breeze and there is only silence. 

There is no longer the sound of people fighting, demonic shrieking or the barking of orders from the 

Otherworld forces urging their soldiers to keep shooting. 

There is only the sound of the wind. 

It was like one peaceful day in summer. 

But the sky is in deep blue and in the world right now one who were in Disk Formation leveler could all 

see that there is three titanic being that seems like a beacon of salvation. 

Grand Researcher looking at the screen inside her mind using the floating throne shakes her head like 

she could not believe what happen. 

She is the only one who could see clearly what happen during that time. 

The titanic Law Body stands at the height of heaven and the feet is stepping on the seabed, the sea 

waves lapping fiercely on the law body feet and spirals of absorbing power like a black hole was formed 

around surrounding of the feet of the Law Body of All Source 

The feet of the Law Body are on the seabed of the Antarctica sea and its head seem to touch the limit of 

the sky. 

Its body emanated all kinds of energy and absorb everything around him. 

One of the fingers of the All source law body rested on one of the pillars. 

That pillar where the All Source Law Body rested his finger seems to glow brightly like the sun in mid 

noon. 

When the All Source Law Body become solid, the Grand Researcher could see that all of the 

otherworldly forces and all of the Demonic Creatures were drained off their energies. 

It didn’t matter whether their energies are demonic in origin or measly like the people of Otherworldly 

forces that did not come from a magical civilization, they were all drained by the All Source Law Body. 

Some of them exploded into pieces, others turn into emaciated corpse like they have been dead of 

dehydration. 

This change was sudden and almost in an instant. 

Chapter 798: A golden staff (i) 

The world rumbles, the Heaven was tear apart and all kinds of demonic creatures roamed the skies and 

below it. 

Earth, seems to be like one of the painting of Hell. And all of this happen in the timespan of half an hour 

Half an hour could change the lives of many people. 

That is what happened to humanity today. 
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Half an hour before, some of them wanted to enjoy drinking with their friends, others wanted to open 

their stall to sell their wares, while others wanted to laze around. 

But suddenly these peaceful people, and their peaceful city were attacked by demonic creatures and 

people who wore iron suits and having technology that seems to outstripped humanity technology 

before the fall appeared before them. 

Some of these Breacher appears as dumfounded as the people of Earth Prime. Others was not as their 

civilization was seeking other world to conquer and suddenly they got access to it. 

They immediately drew fire and the war began 

There are even Witches and Warlock among them. They were suddenly invaded by people from other 

worlds. 

In half an hour, they all fought, trying to survive. 

Most adults that is alive today, most of them were the survivor of the Weronian Occupation. 

The moment that these demons showing intention to attack, they immediately enter combat mode 

That is what happens in Antarctica in half an hour before 

But now…. there is only silence. 

All those cities and villages all over the Antarctica region all were shocked when all of their enemies 

turns into an emaciated corpse in front of their eyes. 

At one second they were clashing each other, weapons drawn, a second later, the weapons of their 

enemies fall down and they turn into a corpse. 

The Seresian demonic creature that was flying in the air with their skeletal wings all dropped down from 

the skies, likes someone had just spray poison to mosquitoes and they all fall down to the ground like 

heavy rain. 

Their bodies drop into the ground by tens of thousands, and they died almost immediately, the impact 

of their body crashing down on the ground created heavy shaking all over the area. 

Some of them fall down and exploded, other had their body smacked flat and some others that have 

powerful body falls down and created deep craters or hole in the area as the world seems to be 

trembling withstanding the impacts of millions of bodies falling down. 

It is rain of corpses 

These invaders were all dead in an instant. And so, suddenly the Antarctica is silent. 

The All Source Law body did not even do anything. Just by being there, standing there, it seems that it is 

able to reap lives. 

The All Source Law Body then said 

‘I decree protection’ before anyone could react, the All Source Law Body pointed his finger to one of the 

pillars. 



Bluish light shoots out from his index finger. 

This blue light covers the whole skies of Antarctica. The moment it shoots out from the law Body finger, 

it split into twelve light that went into different direction. 

The blue lights all went to each one of the pillars. 

Those who were around the pillars those who were at top of the pillars all were affected by the lights 

that Azief had send 

All the twelve pillars shines brightly purifying the red skies and the gloomy aura in the ground. 

The red skies were created because of the thick killing intent of the demonic creatures. But as the light 

of the pillars grew bright, these red skies was dispelled 

The formation was activated once again. 

But this time the formation is not controlled by the twelve people of the Order of Thinker. 

The entire formation is now under control of Death Monarch as Azief could feel the boundless energy of 

the All Source. 

Azief however could not deduce the location of All Source. But even if he deduces it, that did not mean 

he would be brave enough to take the All Source. 

Such powerful source of energy that seems to be shrouded with myths and legends is not something 

that would be easily obtained. 

The twelve people on the pillar was shocked but there is nothing they could do. 

It is not like they could complain to Death Monarch. The twelve will of the twelve people of the Order of 

Thinkers were removed almost instantly the moment Azief decided to 

Azief did not stop his action. 

‘This is not enough to force you out’ he thought to himself as he smirks evilly. 

Azief stomps his foot and his Law Body also stomps his foot. 

The stomping of his Law Avatar foot did not create a cracking sound in the seabed nor does it shake the 

world. 

It is like a wind blowing gently, causing a slight breeze but not harm under the sea. 

Instead it seems to send energy on the seabed. 

BOOM! A great surge of water rises up to the heavens as a powerful force then covers the twelve pillars 

base and forcefully ejected the twelve pillars from the seabed, bringing up the sea water rising up 

Rains fall down from the sky and some parts of the area near the shore were drenched with large 

amount of water that wash away the small forest around it. 

The twelve people on the pillars felt the force even before the pillars were ejected from its position so 

they fly out from the pillar peak and watch in amazement as the twelve pillars shoot out toward space. 
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The sound waves reverberated under the seabed and the sea water seems to become turbulent and 

segmented waves could be seen all around the base of the pillars. 

All the sea creatures that was near the pillars all exploded as the soundwave sweeps through them. 

It is like a powerful force enter their body and because their body could not withstand it, they exploded 

into mass of blood in the darkness of the deep sea. 

There is a force that come from below the seabed that pushes out these pillars from their stable 

position piercing the seabed. 

Grand Researcher who was seeing this scene from her throne was shocked and above all else, she was 

dumfounded. 

Of all the things that could happen to the pillars, this one particular happening has never crossed her 

mind. 

She already felt that there is something wrong with the behavior of Death Monarch but she could not 

send any orders right now because of the suddenness of this matter. 

And even if she does send an order, who could take on Death Monarch right now? And would she even 

dare give such order? 

It is not like she wanted to offend Death Monarch. 

The Order of Thinkers is not like the other Three Giants of the Great Powers and could have equal voice 

in their council. 

Their fate could be sealed by Death Monarch if he so wanted to. As such, she is in dilemma right now. 

And she is feeling uneasy right now 

What makes her uneasy is because she did not know what Death Monarch is trying to do by ejecting the 

twelve pillars out from the seabed. 

She didn’t know that was even possible. 

The twelve pillars are not some pillar that you just stuck into the ground and easily could be pulled out. 

It had runic formation, marking of symbol and many other protection measure. 

It is almost impossible to take it. 

Chapter 799: A golden staff (ii) 

Of course, she never would have thought that all of that protection could not work against someone 

who is in Divine Comprehension level 

No one could blame her in this matter. 
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When she was designing and creating the pillar and its protection, the strongest people in the world 

were all Disk Formation. 

She even tested it against Disk Formation leveler. 

None of them could take away the pillar and trying to do so would be impossible because once the pillar 

is connected with the All Source, the expenditure of energy required to cut off the connection would not 

be cheap. 

Even one hundred Disk Formation leveler working together probably could not be able to cut off the 

connection. 

Because it is magical in nature and it is not a matter that could be severed by physical power. 

But as for Divine Comprehension leveler, it is the easiest thing to do. Because they could manipulate and 

alter the properties of the laws of the Universe. 

She felt uneasy as she grips the handle of her throne, anxiously watching what Death Monarch wanted 

to do with the pillars 

The twelve pillars cost a lot. It cost manpower and cost a lot in terms of research. It is one of the crown 

jewels of technology accomplishment of the Order of Thinker 

The twelve Pillars all shoot out from the seabed and was about to shoot out into space. 

Azief Law Avatar then opened his palm toward the pillars that is about to shoot out to space and a 

powerful force envelops each one of the pillars. 

Azief smirks a bit as he looks at the twelve pillars that all halted in the air and then he chuckles a bit 

‘I need a weapon. And this is a good material’ he muttered to himself. 

Then he made a closing motion with his palm and the twelve pillars all revolve against each other up 

there in the sky. 

Every one below the Heavens look at this scene with amazement. 

It is not every day that you would look to the sky and see twelve gigantic pillars revolving around each 

other. 

And then the revolution of the pillars grows faster and then in front of the eyes of everyone that look at 

the pillars, they all see it about to emerge with each other 

Sitting in her floating throne, the Grand Researcher shouted in anxiousness 

She could guess what Death Monarch is about to do and because she could guess it she screamed 

‘NO!!’ 

Twelve pillars revolve around each other and because of its adaptive properties, and the ability of 

changing its shape, Azief could manipulate the particles of these pillars to obey his will. 

They revolve with each other, each revolving motion created powerful gust of wind. 



Storms are formed in the air, sucking in clouds and created a friction charge above the skies as thunder 

and lightning shoots off from the parts of the pillars 

Then they merged with each other gently and all of those weird phenomenon suddenly dissipated like it 

had never happened. 

There is no shockwave or an explosion of light when they merged with each other. 

The pillars revolved against each other and when they clash, the pillars did not break, instead they 

merged with each other like water meeting water. 

But what does change is the shape and size of the pillar. 

With each merging, the pillar become larger and larger, that it seems to be a pillar that could reach 

beyond the Heavens of Earth. 

The mighty aura it emanated become more powerful and created a holy light that sweeps away all kinds 

of demonic aura around the area of the pillars 

To the shock of everyone the pillars turns into a golden staff reminiscent of the Ruyi Jingu Bang that 

Wang Jian possess. 

Azief Law Avatar gesture with its finger for the staff to come. And it flew toward Azief Law Avatar 

The staff that was larger and occupied the vision of everyone slowly shrinks and become as long as the 

height of the All Source Law Avatar 

It emanated golden light that seems to be able to repel all kinds of evil creatures and it was floating 

there in the sky and when it was called upon by the Law Avatar, the floating golden staff slowly and 

gently went to Azief Law Avatar hand 

Azief Law Avatar grabbed the staff and he stomps the base of the staff into the sea. this content of 
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BOOOMM! 

The entire sea bed rumbles and a great abyss opened up underneath the sea, creating a dep trench 

where the base of the staff was hit. 

Volcanic fires from underwater volcanoes exploded out and the waves of all the seas in the world 

become turbulent. 

The entire sea is boiling as one could see the smokes rising up from the waves. The effect of the impact 

causes large waves to surge up into the sky. 

But instead of crashing back down and created a large tsunami that would wipe out cities, it stays up 

there in the air, not coming down but one could see the torrential gushing of water that is struggling to 

go down. 

It is held up by some powerful force of Law. Azief Law Avatar smiles and with his eyes he directed the 

surging waves to come to the staff. 



Then slowly these sea water swirls around the golden staff and then imprinted itself into the staff. 

A wavy pattern is imprinted into the staff design. 

Everyone look at this scene in awe. 

‘Hail Death Monarch!’ Someone shouted. 

‘Hail Death Monarch!’ Another one echoes the cheer. 

And more and more people in the distance chanted the cheer. 

This is the ability of the man called by the world, the strongest person in the world! 

If the Cosmic Law Avatar uses a sword to kill all of the invaders, now Azief All Source Law Avatar is 

wielding a golden staff that is made from Order of Thinkers technology. 

Azief no longer stand on the pillars as he is floating up in the air. 

Azief nodded to himself. Even though he did not hold the staff, what his Law Avatar feel, he could also 

feel. 

The staff contain the ability to absorb the power of the All Source in the world. how could Azief not 

covet it? 

From the moment he steps his foot onto the pillars and felt the energy of the All Source contained in it, 

he had been coveting it 

The fact he is using All Source Law body and using an item that as designed to manipulate All Source, 

there is never a better combination than this. 

He smiles a bit and then said 

‘Now, let see if my next move would be able to force you out’ he thought to himself. 

Azief close his eyes and calm himself down. 

Because what he is going to do would severely drain him. 

But he knows he needs to do something drastic if he wanted to confirm his suspicion. 

He opens his eyes and then with determination, he made a swinging motion. And then his Law Avatar 

grip the golden staff tightly and then also made a swinging motion. 

The world was split into two the moment that swing was unleashed and the whole world was covered 

by a sweeping blue light 

Each swing contained a powerful strike that is hard to fathom. 

Chapter 800: Seven strikes that cleanse the world 

The world was split into two. 

That is what everybody who saw that striking swing thought to themselves. They could see that space 

was cut vertically. That is the first swing. 
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Powerful energy spreads all over the world. 

The All Source Law Avatar swings its and a ghastly wind erupted in all four direction of the Law Body 

containing a terrifying destructive force 

The ghastly wind sweeps through all the Seresian demonic creatures that is still alive in the continent. 

And it did not only seem to affect Antarctica. 

Because these winds seem to be embedded with all kinds of destructive energies and even life force. 

When it sweeps people of Earth Prime, it did not do anything to them like they were immune to them. 

These wind travels the world in lightning speed. 

Azief swing seven times with his hand and his All Source Law Avatar also swing the golden staff seven 

times. 

With each swing, the power of the swing seems to be like a powerful cut strike from a sword because of 

its sharpness. 

And then one could see the effect of that strike almost immediately 

There are seven rips of space in Antarctica continent, and each of them were cut horizontally. It is like 

the space of the world is a paper and Death Monarch made seven cut on the paper. 

In that gap of space, there is only void and when Azief finish his strikes, the void slowly closing back up 

This seven rips transported Azief attack to other places all at the same time 

Azief immediately become pale after he finished swinging the golden staff and the Law Avatar just stand 

still and did not make any movement. 

But Azief, went pale in the face and he could feel his body heating up as he almost lost his balance in the 

air. 

the effect of the seven strikes from his staff affects the entire world. 

the closer you are to this scene, the more you could understand the kind of power that was unleashed in 

that attack. 

It is more than just a powerful attack. In that powerful attack, all kinds of concepts and Laws were 

compressed in that attack. 

It affects the heaven and Earth, as they saw how the skies seems to break apart and saw an illusion like 

the whole world was split into two. 

There is profound truth of the Laws of the Universe in his attack. 

And for those who saw the attack, they could see immediately the effect of Death Monarch strike. 

His first swinging the staff gives and illusions that he had split the world and a torrential gust of wind 

shrouded Antarctica. 



This wind is no normal wind. It seems to appears in all direction and sweep by all of Antarctica whether 

it be the mountains, the forest and even the seas. 

Any demonic creatures and otherworldly forces that even grazed by this wind, turns to ashes. 

The sound of shrieking or their screams could not escape their throat before they turn into nothingness. 

No iron suits or powerful cannon could withstand this wind. 

Wind in people mind always carry the connotation that is gentle and breezy. When it is harsh, it 

becomes a wind that generates tornadoes and storms. 

But this wind that was produced is gentle but it brings disaster all the same. 

Even metallic weapons turn to nothing. 

They turn to dust and the wind devour it and so, there is no proof that it existed. It was like the wind is a 

divine wind of annihilation, destroying one existence when it sweeps by 

But those fighters who were fighting their best against these invaders could see their enemy existence 

erased in front of their eyes. 

They could see with their own eyes how the enemy that was so hard for them to kill instantly turns into 

ashes. 

It took a minute before the wind calms down and silence reigns all over Antarctica. 

They were dumbfounded at first and then at some places in Antarctica a group of warrior cheer to the 

sky happy to survive the battle. 

At some places they cried their hearts out for those who have fallen. At some other places they all lie in 

the ground feeling exhausted, their body is drenched with blood and sweat. 

The Disk Formation levelers under the Order of Thinkers did not do any of these things. 

Instead they went upwards and quickly fly to the headquarters of Antarctica. 

Usually it would be hard to determine the position of the headquarters of the Order of Thinkers 

especially after the world expanded and with the turbulence of energy all around. 

But now, as long as one could look up and see the horizon in front of them they could easily determine 

where the headquarters is. 

Because there is a titanic being holding golden staff that illuminates its golden light all over Antarctica 

and closed off all the space rip portals making the energy around the entire continent was not as chaotic 

as before. 

All of these Disk Formation levelers all fly toward that direction, their face is full of anxiousness, fear and 

uncertainty. 

Not all people know why the invaders suddenly were annihilated. But those who had at least reached 

Seed Formation knows this kind of energy. 



And for Disk Formation, they could of course know more. 

Death Monarch had saved Antarctica. 

But these Disk Formation levelers did not feel happy at all. Because everyone know that Order of 

Thinkers did not have a lot of military power. 

It is one of the reason that not many great powers think of them as a threat. 

The only threat they possess is because of the many knowledge and secret things that they have 

uncovered, catalogued and knows. 

But today, when the invasions started, dozens of Disk Formation levelers take into battle. How could 

they not know that their existence had been exposed by Death Monarch. 

It means they were lying before. 

That is why they felt uneasy. 

If that wind that swept away all of those demonic creatures have ill intention toward them, these Disk 

Formation leveler probably could not escape it unless they have certain lifesaving technique. 

Bu they still keep flying toward that direction. 

Because they wanted to explain. 

With one swing of the golden staff, Death Monarch Azief, the strongest person in the world had 

annihilated every single demonic creatures and invaders from the Other world in Antarctica. 

What is more astonishing was that none of the Earth Prime inhabitants were harmed by that wind and it 

is also the same for people who come from the Otherworld but have no desire to attack and invade 

Earth Prime. 

Inside a dark room, sitting on a floating throne someone had seen all this. 

But even she did not understand what she sees or what kind of ability this is that was shown by Death 

Monarch. 

She could not believe that Divine Comprehension leveler is this powerful. This kind of power overturn 

any of her previous thought about the power level of the world 

The Grand Researcher seeing this could only sigh. 

She could not fault Death Monarch using the weapon of Order of Thinkers. She could only say two 

words in whispering tone 

‘Thank you’ she said as she comes out from the room and wanted to meet Death Monarch. 

That is the effect of his first swing. 

There is another six swing. 

And the force of this swinging of the staff all went to different places and each one of them possess 

heaven splitting and earth ending force. 



At the same time that the first attack cleanses Antarctica from all of its invaders, the force of the second 

swing of the golden staff bend time and space and appeared simultaneously toward the Asian 

Continent. 

Most of the fighter in Asian Continent is reserving their strength and healing their injuries as they look 

on at the demonic creatures killing other demonic creatures and otherworldly forces killing otherworldly 

forces. 

The reason why they could rest is simply because Hikigaya is there and he is using his illusion power to 

plant a different vision in the eye and mind of these invaders. 

But it would still take a long time and not everyone is affected. 

Hikigaya effort of trying to create the illusion is not an easy task especially now when the world become 

so big that the distance between the sky and the ground is infinitely high. 

It is at this time the force suddenly erupted in all direction.  

 


